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A fifth of drivers have ignored smart
motorway ‘red X’ signs

With hundreds of miles of smart motorways across England now using the
hard shoulder as either a permanent or part-time running lane, new RAC
research has found more than a fifth of motorists have driven in a lane closed
by the red X sign in the past year, potentially putting lives at risk.

Twenty-three per cent of drivers surveyed by the RAC admitted to having
broken this new rule of the road by disregarding the red X, either
occasionally accidentally (19%), often accidentally (1%) or occasionally on



purpose (3%).

The survey of 2,093 members of the RAC Opinion Panel* who had driven on a
motorway in the last year confirmed more than eight in 10 drivers (84%) had
seen a red X appear on the verge-mounted or overhead gantry electronic
variable message signs.

And among those, there is no doubt whatsoever as to the meaning of the red
X with 99% saying that it signifies the lane is closed.

For 87% their first action is to move, when safe to do so, into another lane
which is not closed while the remainder (13%) say they change lanes as soon
as they possibly can but admit they might pass one or two red X signs before
doing so.

But the research has worryingly revealed that the sight of drivers disobeying
red X smart motorway signs is all too common with nearly half (48%) of those
questioned saying they frequently see this and more than a third (36%)
claiming to see it occasionally. Only 7% said they do not see drivers ignoring
red X signs.

Opinions of those who commit this offence are very clear with 61% deeming
them to be ‘irresponsible’, 54% saying they are at risk of being involved in a
serious accident, 45% saying they have made an innocent but potentially
dangerous mistake, and more than a third (37%) claim they are unobservant
and perhaps shouldn't be driving.
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Highways England has been working since 2016 to improve compliance with
red X signs and has issued more than 160,000 warning letters to drivers who
had either used sections of hard shoulder when not designated as a running
lane or had failed to comply with a red X.

In 2017 the Government amended the Road Traffic Offenders Act to enable
red X offences to be captured by a remote or automated device, but
legislation still has to be completed before the technology can be used in
enforcement.

Those surveyed by the RAC were very much in favour of cameras being used
to catch people who drive under red Xs with two-thirds (66%) supporting the
idea and only a third (34%) against.

RAC spokesperson Simon Williams said:

“Smart motorways are now very much part of the fabric of England’s
motorway network and will become even more commonplace in years to
come with more being opened all the time.

“Red X signs, which denote when lanes are closed, are paramount in safety
terms as any stricken driver who has not managed to reach an SOS area is at
tremendous risk of being involved in a collision with vehicles that ignore
them.
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“It is also extremely dangerous if road workers or emergency service staff are
attending to incident in the road. Highway Code rule 258 is explicit: ‘if red
lights on the overhead signals flash above your lane and a red X is showing,
you must not go beyond the signal in that lane’.

“Our research found drivers understand very clearly what red Xs mean, yet
worryingly far too many appear to have driven under one, dramatically
putting themselves at risk of encountering a stationary vehicle or a worker in
their path, and all the horrific consequences that could have.

“Highways England has been working hard to get the message across to
drivers that they should not drive in lanes closed by red Xs, but there is still
some way to go to ensure near total compliance.

“Regarding enforcement, we know Highways England is working with the
Home Office to get the required legislation to allow cameras to catch those
who break the rules of smart motorway driving in this way.”

Notes to Editors

* Research was carried out online with 2,172 members of the RAC Opinion
Panel from 28 December to 6 January 2019 – 2,093 of whom said they had
driven on a motorway in the last year. 

About the RAC

First formed in 1897, the RAC has been looking after the needs of its
members for more than 120 years.

Today it has more than eight million members and is one of the UK’s most
progressive motoring organisations, providing services for both private and
business motorists. Whether it's roadside assistance, insurance, buying a used
car, vehicle inspections and checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic
and travel information – the RAC offers a solution for all motoring needs. The
RAC is committed to making motoring easier, safer, more affordable and
more enjoyable for drivers and road users.
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The RAC supports the interests of its members and UK drivers at a national
level. This includes voicing concerns about the increasing cost of motoring,
particularly the price of fuel and the high level of tax levied on it, advancing
levels of road safety, and supporting the needs of all drivers, from young to
old.

The RAC’s annual Report on Motoring – first published in 1989 – is one of a
kind and provides a clear insight into the concerns and issues facing today’s
motorists.

For the very latest news on UK fuel prices, check RAC Fuel Watch. It
provides a comprehensive guide to the latest UK unleaded petrol and diesel
prices – both at the wholesale level and at the pump - and tracks these
prices daily to help drivers check if the price they pay to fill up is a fair one.
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